








 CONTRACT IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 


 


The contract implementation phase is defined as the transition period which begins immediately 


after award and ends when each individual customer supported under the contract has placed its 


first order under the new contract. 


 


1.  In the event that a follow-on contract is awarded to the incumbent Prime Vendor, the 


contract implementation phase will be utilized to establish fully functional catalogs in 


accordance with the terms and conditions of the new contract.  The following terms shall 


apply: 


 


i. Within 6 months after award, the incumbent Prime Vendor shall be fully prepared 


to support all customers under the terms and conditions of the new contract.  New 


and fully functional catalogs must be established during this time. 


 


ii. The incumbent Prime Vendor shall first use existing inventory that is stored at its 


facility or in the pipeline prior to establishing the new catalog(s) for the follow-on 


contract, if those items are included on the follow-on contract.  Any such items shall 


be placed on the new catalog(s) at the product price as defined by the prior contract 


and the distribution price as defined by the new contract.  The incumbent Prime 


Vendor shall use the existing product before new product is ordered.   


 


iii. New product that is ordered during the implementation phase shall only be 


ordered to replenish old product or to bring in new items requested and approved by 


the Contracting Officer.  This product must be ordered and cataloged at the product 


price defined by the new contract. 


 


iv. Product prices shall be updated on the new catalog(s) in accordance with the 


terms and conditions of the new contract. 


 


2.  In the event that a follow-on contract is awarded to a firm other than the incumbent Prime 


Vendor, the contract implementation phase will be utilized to ramp-up the new Prime 


Vendor and ramp-down the incumbent.  Ramp-up/down planning shall begin immediately 


after award.  The ramp up/down process is expected to be completed within 6 months after 


award.  The following terms shall apply: 


 


i. Within 15 days after the incumbent Prime Vendor is notified that it has not 


received the follow-on contract, the incumbent Prime Vendor is expected to submit 


a proposed ramp-down schedule to the Contracting Officer.  Upon receipt and after 


review and discussion, the Contracting Officer will begin to provide the new Prime 


Vendor with the incumbent Prime Vendor’s weekly Supply Chain Fitness Reports 


to aid forecasting levels and begin the ramp-up phase.  This information will be 


provided to the new Prime Vendor for informational purposes only, and with no 


guarantees of demand, accuracy, or otherwise.  The new Prime Vendor will remain 


responsible for making its own demand planning and procurement decisions during 


contract implementation at its own risk and cost. 


 


ii. It is estimated that the incumbent Prime Vendor will remain the principal source 


of food and non-food supplies for the first five months of the implementation period. 







 


iii. The incumbent Prime Vendor may have stocked product available for sale to the 


new Prime Vendor.  If available, the new Prime Vendor is required to procure the 


available product offered for sale from the incumbent Prime Vendor.  Any such sale 


shall be in accordance with the following terms and conditions.  Any additional 


terms must be agreed upon between the two parties and will be considered a 


commercial agreement separate from the requirements of the resulting contract from 


this solicitation. 


 


a. In accordance with the average demand history for each item, quantities sold to 


the new Prime Vendor shall be a minimum of 2 months of stock (where 


available) and shall not exceed 8 months of stock, which would account for a 


total pipeline (stock on-hand and receipted replenishment quantities to include 


stock levels for surge and sustainment requirements).  Products shall be sold to 


the new Prime Vendor at the “Product Price” as defined by Defense Logistics 


Acquisition Directive (“DLAD”) 52.216-9065 Economic Price Adjustment – 


Actual Material Costs for Subsistence Product Price Business Model.  The 


estimated value for the minimum 2 months of stock (product price only) is $3M.  


The estimated value for the maximum 8 months of stock (product price only) is 


$12M.  The new Prime Vendor shall request and obtain supporting invoice 


documentation from the incumbent Prime Vendor of all items purchased for 


traceability and price verification purposes. 


 


b. The new Prime Vendor shall inspect all products prior to accepting the product 


into its warehouse.  Product that fails to meet minimum contractual 


requirements (i.e. proper storage, shelf life remaining, etc.); product that does 


not have sufficient anticipated demand; and/or product that is sourced from 


Outside Contiguous United States (“OCONUS”) contractors (i.e. fresh fruits 


and vegetables, etc.), may be excluded from the transaction.  The new Prime 


Vendor will be responsible for determining whether the product meets 


minimum contractual requirements. 
 


c. Once the new Prime Vendor and the incumbent Prime Vendor have agreed upon 


the products that will be purchased per the considerations provided herein, the 


new Prime Vendor shall pick-up those products at the incumbent Prime 


Vendor’s warehouse facility for inspection and acceptance. 


 


d. All products purchased by the new Prime Vendor at the “Product Price” as 


defined by DLAD 52.216-9065 shall be used to establish fully functional 


catalogs under the new contract and provide initial support to the customers 


under the terms and conditions of the new contract.   
 


e. The incumbent Prime Vendor will be entitled to 50% of its standard distribution 


price. for product purchased from the incumbent Prime Vendor in accordance 


with this section and ultimately delivered to customers under the resulting 


contract.  


 


f. If the incumbent and the new Prime Vendor are both working in the 


Government Owned Contractor Operated facility at the same time, the 







incumbent’s utility bill will be reduced by 50% ONLY for the number of days 


that the facility is shared.  


 


iv. In regard to GFM product, the incumbent Prime Vendor is responsible for 


disposing any expired product as directed by the Contracting Officer or delegated 


Contracting Officer representative.  All GFM that meets minimum contractual 


requirements shall be transferred from incumbent Prime Vendor to the new Prime 


Vendor’s primary warehouse facility. 


 


v. It is the Government’s intent to have all orders placed under the new contract 5 


months after award.  The new Prime Vendor shall be prepared to make first order 


deliveries no later than the last month of the implementation period. 


 


 
 





